The School of Medicine (Building 30) is located on Goldsmith Avenue at the Campbelltown Campus of the University of Western Sydney. Take the Narellan Rd Exit off the M5 and enter the UWS campus from the right lane. Turn right at the roundabout, follow the road and turn left at the T-intersection. Follow this road to the car park opposite the School of Medicine. Trains to Macarthur (Airport Line) can be accessed from Town Hall, Central and the Airport. The School of Medicine is a 3 min walk from Macarthur Station.
The 3rd UWS Sensory Neuroscience Symposium brings together scientists working in a diverse range of fields, linked by a common goal of increasing our understanding of how sensory information is processed by the central and peripheral nervous systems.

The keynote lecture, “Sensory prostheses: practical applications in neuroscience”, will be given by Prof Rob Shepherd from Bionics Institute.

Invited speakers include:

John Bekkers  ANU
John Cass   UWS
Charles Claudianos  QBI
Colin Clifford  U Syd
James Colebatch  PoW H
Erica Fletcher  U Melb
David Hughes  U Glasgow
Sam Irving  Bionics I
Gila Moalem-Taylor  UNSW
Saad Nagi  UWS
Judith Reinhard  QBI
David Reser  Monash U
Michael Ridding  U Adel
Siobhan Schabrun  UQ
Sam Solomon  UCL
Jonathan Tapson  UWS